
 

Brant Lake Work Summary:  Week of 8/11/14 

Crew Leader: Andrew Lewis 

Safety: No issues 

Equipment: Hookah rig needs valve work, frequent spark plug cleaning and replacement snorkel filter 

Operations: 

Monday 

Had ideal surface spotting conditions in the morning so the crew marked visible plants in the area at the 

mouth of the channel from the boat launch at the South end of the lake.  This area had a bed located by 

Doug Shultz and subsequently harvested by the AIM crew two weeks before this.  We wanted to search 

the area around and including the original bed location for outlying plants.  Small pockets of growth 

were located and harvested as well as lone individuals totaling 1.5 bags.  Then the crew focused on 

clearing the fragments and small plants from the original bed location.  1.5 bags harvested from the bed 

area. 

Tuesday 

Once again had ideal morning surface spotting conditions so the bay south of Point o Pines and Sunset 

Cove were surveyed and plant locations marked.  Harvested the bay south of Point o Pines for a total of 

2.5 bags.  Many plants were among and just outside the lily pads in the east end.  However, pockets of 

tall plants were located and removed throughout the bay.  In Sunset Cove 35 plants were harvested.  

Areas that received swim coverage included the East side of the rock pile, the middle of the cove from 

the small point with rocky shoal out to the rockpile as well as the shallows along Point o Pines.  All of the 

aforementioned areas had plants with the majority in the shallows along Point o Pines.  Moved to the 

area near Mark Lustik’s house and swam the large littoral area extending South from the rock point.  

Removed 2 bags of plants of mixed sizes mixed sporadically in with native plant growth.  Swam North 

partially through the northern bay removing only 5 plants.  It is recommended that the shallow section 

of this bay receive swim coverage in the next visit. 

Wednesday 

Started at the North side of the point at Brant Lake Farm (just North of their beach) swimming north and 

finished at the white boat house with stone retaining wall.  Found numerous plants near the Brant Lake 

Farm dock area as well as near the white boat house.  ½ bag removed.  Moved to the small bay across 

from Big Rock Cove and swam the rock shoal to the area in front of the sandy beach, after finding only 



one plant moved to Big Rock Cove.  Swam the area around the Big Rock and found only one plant.  

Decided to focus efforts on known problem areas and moved to the rock shoal North of Big Rock Cove.  

Harvested ¼ bag, mostly from the southern end of the shoal however plants were found along its 

entirety.  Moved to the South end to the new bed location in the bay East of the narrows.  Commenced 

a line swim harvest of the area removing small plants and fragments as well as some old growth that 

had not been removed previously.  4 bags harvested. 

Thursday 

Took advantage of good surface spotting conditions in the morning to mark plant locations in the 

Grassville Rd. area.  Marked out plants and commenced harvesting.  Picked through the majority of the 

Grassville Rd area with the exception of the Southeast shallows south of the boat docks and 

immediately adjacent to the docks.  Instead of completing this area, the crew swam further south 

picking plants the entire way to one of the previous bed locations where a line swim was conducted to 

clear numerous small plants and fragments. 3 bags removed. 

Weekly totals: 15.75 bags     393.75 lbs 

  



 


